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Government of South Sudan
Information and communication technology
International Institute for Democracy
and Electoral Assistance
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International Media Support
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Joint Donor Team (South Sudan)
LICADHO Cambodian League for the Promotion and Defense of
Human Rights (known by its French acronym LICADHO)

M&E
NGO
Norad
NRM
NUMEC
NUTI
OECD

Monitoring and evaluation
Non-governmental organisation
Norwegian Agency for Development Cooperation
National Resistance Movement (Uganda)
Northern Uganda Media Club
Northern Uganda Transitional Initiatives
Organisation for Economic Co-operation
and Development
PJAB
Press and Journalists (Amendment) Bill (Uganda)
POMB
Public Order Management Bill (Uganda)
PR
Public relations
RDC
Resident district commissioners (Uganda)
RFI
Radio France Internationale
RNK
Radio National Kampuchea (Cambodia)
RSF
Reporters Without Borders (Reporters sans frontieres)
Sida
Swedish International Development Cooperation Agency
SDC
Swiss Development Cooperation
SMS
Short message service
TI
Transparency International
TIB
Transparency International Bangladesh
UNDP
United Nations Development Programme
UNESCO United Nations Education, Scientific
and Cultural Organization
UNICEF United Nations Children’s Fund
UNTAC
United Nations Transitional Authority for Cambodia
USAID
United States Agency for International Development

Concepts and definitions
Civil society: “Occupying the middle ground between
the state and private life, the civil sphere encompasses
everything from associations to protests to church groups
to nongovernmental organisations” (from The Oxford
Handbook of Civil Society by M. Edwards, 2011, OUP)
Closed societies are defined for the purposes of this
study as those ruled by authoritarian and repressive
governments; where governments exercise tight and/or
restrictive control over the media; where media freedom
and freedom of expression are not properly protected
by law; and where other political and economic factors
constitute a threat to media freedom.

develop the media sector in a country as an intrinsic good
it its own right, media for development tends to work
with or through the media to achieve developmental
objectives, such as better governance, improved health,
reduced social or political marginalisation or increased
income for people living in poverty.

The media is assumed to denote mainly (but not
exclusively) the news media, and to encompass all printed,
electronic and digital forms of mass communication.

Public dialogue refers to engagement between and
among citizens, civil society and politicians on public
policy and issues of public importance faced by individuals,
communities and society as a whole. The five case studies
commissioned by BBC Media Action focus on public
dialogue supported by the media, such as media platforms
and programmes that aim to connect a wide range of
stakeholders in society in discussion and debate on a range
of social, political and economic issues in a public forum.

Media development versus media for development:
Within the media development sector, many experts
differentiate between ‘media development’ and ‘media
for development’. While media development seeks to

Transitional countries can either be defined as those that
have made a shift away from autocracy toward democracy,
or as those economies that have moved from central
planning towards market systems.
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INTRODUCTION

Introduction
Above
Journalists shout
anti-police slogans during
a demonstration against
alleged beatings of
journalists by police.
Dhaka, Bangladesh,
June 2004.
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Over the past 20 years, there has been an increase in
the number of donors and aid agencies that support free
and independent media in developing and transitional
countries.1 Total donor spending on media, information
and communications was estimated at $645 million in
20102 – a significant sum.3
Donor interest in supporting the media sector has
grown in tandem with an increased emphasis on
promoting good governance in aid-recipient countries,
with a free and independent media seen as a pillar of
democratisation and human rights. Many studies have
shown that a free media has a positive association with
better governance outcomes.4 In addition, the right to
be able to express oneself freely is enshrined in Article
19 of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights. The
rationale for giving support to the media is expressed in
the policy documents of many Western donors, and rests
on these governance and rights rationales. For example
the Swedish International Development Cooperation
Agency, Sida, states:

“Democracy is dependent on people having
the right to freely express their views and to
access and circulate information. On the basis
of these freedoms media, independent of state
control, are established… Sweden’s main
policy document on media issues is founded on
the rights of individuals, the right to freedom
of expression and the right to knowledge.
On this basis Sweden has, for a considerable
period of time, included culture and media in its
development cooperation.”5
While donor investment has increased, so has the amount
of debate about the best ways to strengthen independent
media and ensure that good journalism is supported. In
2008, UNESCO produced media development indicators
that provided an important set of guidelines to benchmark
and evaluate national media standards. The overall point
was to emphasise that what matters, above all, is the
enabling environment within which independent journalism
can flourish:
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••been the subject of scrutiny and condemnation for
failing to comply with international standards of
fostering a free and independent media

••received some form of international support to

enhance the media’s capacity to foster engagement
between citizens, civil society and politicians on
public policy and issues of public importance.

For the purposes of this report the ‘media’ is defined
as print, Internet, radio, TV and mobile telephony, and
the primary (though not exclusive) focus is on factual
programming (news, information, discussion programmes
and current affairs), rather than entertainment.
The five countries chosen as case studies have their own
histories and particularities, creating wide variation in the
reasons for, and the ways in which, the media is constrained
in each case. The detail can be found in a close reading of
each individual case study. This report draws on the five
studies to inform this more general discussion about the
support being given to free and independent media from
outside agencies and by international donors in difficult
contexts.

“Training journalists in reporting skills is a worthy
enterprise, but of little ultimate impact if the
journalists are not empowered to practice their trade
and the enabling environment [is not] conducive to
the free exercise of their profession.” 6
So what is to be done in countries where this environment is
not ‘enabling’? How can support be best given in places where
media freedoms are constrained, and in autocratic regimes
where journalists are threatened, tortured or killed? This
report seeks answers to these questions in the light of five
case studies commissioned by BBC Media Action, formerly
the BBC World Service Trust, from Bangladesh, Cambodia,
South Sudan, Syria and Uganda: countries where media
freedoms and public dialogue are restricted and under threat.
It is aimed at aid agencies, donors, policy-makers,
researchers and all those interested in media development
from a governance or a rights perspective. It addresses
the challenges of supporting a free media under difficult
conditions, and aims to contribute to a stronger conception
of best practice for media support in contexts where media
freedoms are limited and/or under threat.
The report synthesises the key findings from the five
case studies. Though the five countries vary drastically in
terms of their culture, geographical location, and system
of government, they have all:
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The international standards referred to in this report
include those of Freedom House and Reporters Without
Borders, which measure media freedom, and others
such as a set of indicators designed to measure progress
towards media development developed by UNESCO.
None of these organisations claim that their indicators
are perfect or cover all issues relevant to the role of media
in society. Media freedom indicators have tended to be
criticised for taking an overly Western, liberal, ‘one-sizefits-all’ approach, and of not taking into consideration the
cultures of Africa and other developing regions. It can be
argued, for instance, that it is unfair to censure media
systems that are forced, through economic necessity,
to rely on political and other narrow
interests for financial sponsorship and
compare them unfavourably with media
systems in more robust economies. It can
also be argued that it is unreasonable to
use the same standard to assess media in
countries at very different stages of political
or economic development.7 Within this
context, this report uses some of the
traditional international standards and
indicators simply as short-hand: a convenient way to
compare and summarise the degrees of repression and
control over the media in the five countries studied.

In every case study
country the space for
public dialogue is
closed or seems to
be closing.   

While some of the case study countries have a more
constrained media environment than others, in every
case study country the space for public dialogue is closed
or seems to be closing. BBC Media Action has always had
a clear focus on the role and needs of people in relation
to information, communication and democratisation, and
this report considers the impact upon them of both policy
and practice. It is intended to feed into decision-making at
national and local levels to enable delivery of more focused
and effective media support around the world.
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SCOPE AND METHODOLOGY

Colin Spurway/BBC MEDIA ACTION

Right
Filming BBC Media
Action’s Loy9 drama
pilot shoot on location
in Kandal Province,
Cambodia.

Scope and methodology
BBC Media Action commissioned five country case
studies8 between May 2011and April 2012 in Bangladesh,
Cambodia, South Sudan, Syria, and Uganda. In each of
these countries the studies examined:

••Cambodia: Catherine McKinley (development

••the development of the media
••the relationships between people, politics and the media
••external support from donors and media development

••South Sudan: Kate Noble (Senior Governance and

organisations to local media organisations and civil
society organisations (CSOs).

The methodology consisted of interviews with key
informants from media houses, the government, the donor
community, local NGOs and CSOs and, in some countries,
academics and other commentators on the media scene.
The researchers conducted in-depth face-to-face and
phone interviews with an average of 20 people each.9
The authors of the case studies were as follows:

••Bangladesh: Francis Rolt (media development
specialist in Africa and South Asia)

Five case studies

Syria
South Sudan

6

Bangladesh
Cambodia
Uganda

consultant based in Hanoi) and Kate Noble (Senior
Governance and Human Rights Adviser, BBC Media
Action)
Human Rights Adviser, BBC Media Action) and Carol
Morgan (BBC Media Action South Sudan Country
Director)

••Syria: Maha Taki (an expert in new media and the

Internet in the Arab world, and an Assistant Project
Manager for BBC Media Action’s Middle East
programmes)

••Uganda: Richard Kavuma (an award-winning

Ugandan journalist and Editor of the Kampala-based
Observer newspaper).

While two of the countries studied can be considered
‘closed’ (Cambodia and Syria), the others (Bangladesh,
South Sudan and Uganda) are better defined as fragile
democracies. The media in all five countries face varying
levels of restriction and intimidation: using Freedom
House’s method of categorising countries, both Bangladesh
and Uganda are considered to be ‘partly free’, while the
three others are rated as ‘not free’.10
A number of commentators contend that democratic
space in Bangladesh and Uganda has eroded over recent
years. In 2011, the Government of Bangladesh made moves
to introduce particularly restrictive media legislation,
while Uganda is characterised by increasing government
restriction and self-censorship. Indeed, Uganda’s score
from Reporters Without Borders has fallen markedly in the
past year (see table in Appendix 1). Journalists operating
in parts of both countries are subjected to intimidation and
physical violence. Both Bangladesh and Uganda provide
interesting counterpoints and experiences in relation to
the role of media in closing down public dialogue in fragile
democracies.
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Summary of the media situation in five
case study countries
Bangladesh
Judged to have a press that is ‘partly free’ press by Freedom
House, Bangladesh has a rich tradition of independent
media – a media that has grown significantly over the
past ten years.
At the national level, the media business has become more
dominated by a few large corporations, while at the local
level there is a wide range of independently produced
printed material available. Radio is still dominated by the
State broadcaster, but independent satellite channels are,
increasingly, gaining a larger market share at the expense
of the State, which has a monopoly on terrestrial TV.
In general, the media can speak out on most issues, but
there is a strong current of both legal and extra-legal
pressure, intimidation and censorship facing any media
outlet – a current that is driven by national and local
administrative, commercial and even criminal bodies.
Media at the local level face more dangers than national
media, and self-censorship is common across the board.

Cambodia
The state of the media in Cambodia must be viewed in
the context of its painful and comparatively recent history
of war and the consequent huge loss of human life and
institutional knowledge. Limited access to the mainstream
media is still a reality, as both the physical and intellectual
infrastructure needed to maintain the media were largely
destroyed in the 1970s and are not being rebuilt by the
ruling Cambodian People’s Party (CPP). There are pockets
of relatively free media in the foreign-language press and
in NGO-run radio stations and programmes, but these are
often short of funds and are under increasing pressure to
tone down their coverage. Cambodia’s strongest media
are its television broadcasters, which are almost always
linked through ownership or political affiliation to the
ruling party.
The Cambodian press is rated as ‘not free’ by Freedom
House, which reports that journalists can be imprisoned
for “spreading false information or insulting public officials”.
There are, however, no restrictions on satellite receivers
and Cambodians can also listen to radio stations from
neighbouring countries.11

South Sudan
Reporters Without Borders judge South Sudan’s media
status as having ‘noticeable problems’. Its media sector
is new and ill-equipped, having only just emerged from
more than 20 years of war. The state broadcaster
provides the country’s only television station, as well as
10 state radio stations. Several national radio stations
exist, including the UN-supported Radio Miraya and
the USAID-supported Sudan Radio Service as well as
the state-run networks, while around 20 private and
community FM stations serve parts of the country. A
handful of newspapers cater largely for the capital, Juba.
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Internet penetration is limited, but online channels did
play a galvanising and politically influential role throughout
the path to independence.
The media sector continues to require long-term support
from donors in both financial and political terms, including
strong advocacy for the passing of the media laws and
protesting against the widespread intimidation, detention
and mistreatment of journalists.

Syria
According to Reporters Without Borders, Syria presents
a ‘very serious situation’ for press freedom. Syria remains
one of the world’s most closed countries in terms of free
expression and press freedom and is rated the world’s
third most censored country by the Committee to Protect
Journalists (after Eritrea and North Korea).12 There has
been media expansion in recent years, but pluralism is
not on the agenda. The Ba’ath party has total control
over the media. Since the start of 2009, the Ministry of
Information has been hounding journalists, launching a
wave of summonses and arrests. The Internet has been
particularly badly hit by censorship, with more than 200
websites made inaccessible.13
While there are now many ‘privately’ run newspapers that
are able to push boundaries on social and cultural subjects,
political coverage remains under the sole guidance of the
regime. Indeed, only two or three of the private media
outlets cover politics and their owners have close ties to
the Ba’athist regime.
All foreign media have been banned since the uprising,
or are only allowed in under the watchful eye of state
security. Major broadcasters have got around this blackout
by working with activists to send in undercover teams
who report from such cities as Homs.

Uganda
Uganda’s press is rated as ‘partly free’ by Freedom House
and its score on the 2010 Africa Media Barometer was 2.3
points out of a possible maximum of 5 points.14
Uganda’s media scene is dynamic, with some 240 radio
stations and dozens of regular print publications and TV
stations. There is plenty of public dialogue, especially on
radio. While the use of the Internet and of social media
is low, there have been recent signs of steady growth.
However, discussions that are critical of the Government
are severely restricted by state representatives, especially
outside Kampala. There are fears that self-censorship
pervades the media and there is palpable anxiety about
the future of public affairs journalism, as the Government
targets critical voices through legislation, prosecution and
the apparent persecution of media practitioners.
Table 1 in Appendix 1 provides a snapshot of the
most recent key indicators for the five case-study
countries on which this report draws.
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The main challenges facing media
The political and economic contexts of the five case
study countries are diverse. Nevertheless, there are
clear similarities in the constraints and difficulties that
media practitioners face across Bangladesh, Cambodia,
South Sudan, Syria and Uganda.

1 A secretive state and lack of open
government are the norm
A recent history of conflict in most of the five case study
countries has embedded a hard-wired suspicion of spying,
terrorism and threats to national security. Reporters can
easily become suspects, even when they are going about
their daily work, and even ordinary citizens are suspicious
of journalists’ motives. In South Sudan, for example, a
journalist from the Juba Post said “when we go for public
forums and presidential events, the security think we are
spies. When we go into no-go … areas, they think we are
being used by terrorist groups”.15
Government policies are not communicated to the media
on a routine basis in any of the five case study countries,
and much information is unavailable to the press or to the
public. Sometimes this is ‘for reasons of national security’
but, at other times, it is simply that governments are not
used to interacting with the press, are fearful of the media,
and are instinctively on their guard.
In South Sudan, ordinary people lamented that “politicians
have never brought to us any report on their work and
we don’t know what they are doing [and] whether they
represent us or not”.16 In Bangladesh the
Press Council’s Code of Conduct insists
that “The War of Liberation and its spirit and
ideals must be sustained and upheld, and any
publication repugnant to it to be stopped”.17
In Uganda, the 2002 Anti-Terrorism Act
prescribes the death penalty for anyone
convicted for publishing material that
promotes terrorism and it compels journalists to divulge
confidential information during terrorism investigations.
Such laws mean that wording is open to wide interpretation
and abuse by those in power.

Governments can
be unpredictable and
inconsistent in relation
to the media.   

2 The laws may look positive but mask
repression
Throughout modern political history, countries that censor
and control the media have often done so when their laws
ostensibly prevent them from doing so. This was the case
in the former Soviet Union, and remains the case in many
countries today. Such pressures on the media are often
nominally illegal and unconstitutional, but there is de-facto
repression nonetheless because laws are interpreted
loosely and the judiciary is often politicised and corrupt.
In Bangladesh, for example, a free press is meant to be
guaranteed in the Constitution, but anything that can
be interpreted as “detrimental to National Integrity,
Independence, Sovereignty, Oneness of State and
Constitution of Bangladesh” may meet with censorship

8

or arrest.18 In Cambodia, journalists can be arrested
for ‘defamation’, ‘incitement’, ‘disinformation’ and any
perceived harm to national security, political stability
or for humiliating a politician. In Syria, there are certain
well-known taboo subjects: religious minorities, sex,
criticism of the state, and the President’s name must never
be mentioned with sarcasm or in humour. All of these
prohibitions, although not written down, are understood
by everyone.
In Uganda, a progressive constitution grants liberties
and the rights of political association and of expression,
but these are seen by some as being clawed back by the
Government through arbitrary closures of radio stations
and overt manipulation, censorship, and attempts to
influence content. In South Sudan, journalists have been
jailed for short periods for having “rubbed shoulders with
the wrong branch of the security”.19

3 Fear is endemic and self-censorship is
institutionalised
Many journalists live in fear across all five countries. As
a result, they practice self-censorship as a matter of
course. In Cambodia, for example, journalists live in an
environment of fear and intimidation that has led to a
significant rise in self-censorship as journalists attempt
to avoid fines, imprisonment, and more extreme forms
of punishment such as physical attack. In Uganda there
are increasing cases of journalists on duty being physically
assaulted by security personnel and officials of the ruling
party. In Bangladesh special units such as the Rapid Action
Battalion intimidate and harass journalists on a routine basis
and vested commercial interests and corporate demands
restrict what newspaper editors feel safe to say. In South
Sudan, journalists report threats and assaults by shadowy
‘security’ forces and say that arrests, intimidation and the
temporary closure of media outlets are relatively common.
In Syria, the detention, torture and killing of journalists is
well-known.
The culture of fear that leads journalists and writers to
self-censor is possibly a more damaging form of media
repression in the long-term. In Syria it has gone so far that
it has been argued that some journalists have reached a
“tipping point of fear”20 and, instead of reining themselves
in, they are becoming more daring as they try to report
on the current crisis.

4 An unpredictable and inconsistent legal/
statutory environment
Governments themselves can be unpredictable and
inconsistent in relation to the media, and seem to pass
positive legislation with one hand only to shut down
media outlets with the other. In Bangladesh, for example,
legislative changes such as the Right to Information Act in
2009 seem to demonstrate that the current Government is
committed to media freedom, yet ideas circulated in 2011
for a highly restrictive new broadcasting policy suggest that
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there is a strong inclination in the opposite direction among
at least some elements of the ruling party. In Syria the rule
of law on the ground is unpredictable and erratic and very
much subject to the political context and sometimes the
mood of officials in charge. The fact that Syria has been
under emergency law since 1963 means that constitutional
protections are suspended, resulting in large-scale human
rights violations.21
Our case study on Uganda found that the latest uproar
among the media community there relates to two pieces
of proposed legislation – the Public Order Management
Bill (POMB), now before Parliament, and the Press and
Journalists (Amendment) Bill (PJAB) that surfaced in
2010 before a vehement and concerted outcry forced it
temporarily off the table. In South Sudan the media continue
to operate in a legal vacuum, despite official rhetoric that
points to a broader envisaged role for the media.

power and its domination of the media has grown, leaving
less and less space for alternative views: all eight main TV
stations are known or believed to be linked to the CPP.
Media regulatory bodies (where they are separate from
ministries of information) are closely knit to government
through political appointees and tend to work on a system
of political patronage. This is the case in Bangladesh, where
all the members of the Press Council are elected directly by
the Government, and in Uganda, where few observers see
the Media Council and the Broadcasting Council as having
any meaningful autonomy from the State. In Cambodia,
the media is regulated by the Ministry of Information, and,
while the Minister is believed to be relatively open-minded,
the real authority over the media is held by conservative
personnel within the ruling CPP. In Syria, political coverage
remains firmly under the sole guidance of the regime. Only
two or three of the privately-run media outlets cover
politics, and these have close ties to President Assad.

5 The State has a strong influence on the
media

6 Media can be polarised and partisan

In all our case study countries, the state or the ruling party/
regime has a strong handle on the media and controls
or strongly influences most existing media outlets, with
only the private media faring better. Uganda may be an
exception to this rule, as it has a large number of private
radio stations, but the Government intervenes overtly in
these stations in the provinces through its resident district
commissioners (RDCs). Museveni’s Government also has a
controlling stake in the Vision Group, the country’s leading
media house. In Cambodia, the ruling CPP has consolidated

There are particularly strong vested interests within
some of the media in all of our case study countries,
with media becoming increasingly co-opted to advance
particular political or other agendas. Political leaders often
take criticism of policy decisions as personal insults. In
Bangladesh, for example, politics has, with exceptions,
dominated the way the media operates, split it along party
lines and influenced the content to reflect the agenda
of the political party that controls it. In Cambodia, the
media is subject to the whims of powerful people and the
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Above
Daily newspaper posted
to a wall for members
of the public to read,
Bangladesh.
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where creativity and diversity give way to standardization
and a homogenised cultural environment”.23
In Cambodia, a growing advertising, Internet and youth
market belies control by what has become effectively a
one-party state. And in Uganda, our case study talked
to several newspaper editors and media observers who
questioned whether there was real substance to the
ostensible outspokenness of public dialogue: “You can
say anything now until you say sensitive things to do with
certain people. If you are going to talk about the first
family… if you are going to talk about military deployment
somewhere, then you are definitely stepping on wrong
grounds”.24

8 Journalism lacks respect as a profession
Journalists and broadcasters are not held in high regard
in any of the five case study countries and are often
corrupted by a pervading culture of ‘brown-envelope’
journalism.

Above
A trainee journalist hits
the streets of Juba, South
Sudan.

opposition press is not skilled enough to propose robust
alternatives.
The opposition press, where it exists, is often punished
with economic sanctions from the government in power.
In Cambodia, for example, it is threatened with the
withdrawal of government advertising. The same is true
in Uganda, where the Daily Monitor newspaper – which
sees itself as playing an “almost activist role”22 – was denied
government advertising for much of the 1990s. Corruption
within the media is common and sometimes systemic,
driven by politicians and business people with strong links
to politicians and with the ruling party often buying positive
coverage in the press and on-air.

7 The media can be vibrant on the surface,
but of poor quality beneath the veneer
Across most of the case study countries (with the exception
of Syria) parts of the media appear to be outspoken and
wide-ranging. But this can often hide deep-seated ills, such
as a lack of real attention to public policy issues, lack of
real diversity, standardised content and a crisis in quality
across the board.
In Bangladesh, for example, corporatisation of the media
means that objectivity and balance are skewed in favour
of media barons. A recent UNESCO report stated that
“the media scene in Bangladesh is characterised more by
the number of channels than by the diversity of content.
Cross media conglomeration has created an environment
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In Syria, journalists are not necessarily seen as independent
and people do not necessarily think that they should be,
as they are viewed as more akin to civil servants than
anything else. Our case study found that journalists have
few opportunities in Syria: a career in journalism is seen
as a poor person’s job, and jobs are scarce, competitive
and require connections. Many young would-be journalists
feel that leaving Syria and working for pan-Arab stations is
their only chance to innovate and exercise their profession
properly.
In Uganda, journalists are often young, untrained and some
are simply volunteers, especially in rural radio stations.
Journalism is seen as a low-status job, particularly in rural
areas, and our case study found that journalists are physically
assaulted on a regular basis, even by members of the public
who see journalists as overstepping accepted bounds. It is,
as one editor from Uganda noted, not uncommon to hear
people say things like “you journalists are also too much!”
or “Why do you question the president?”25
In Cambodia, the job of a journalist is associated with
bribery. Extremely low wages (as low as $30 per month in
some provinces and seldom more than $200 per month)
lead to ethical weaknesses, and accepting bribes is the
norm among reporters. The words of a manager of the
Royal University of Phnom Penh’s Department of Media
and Communications suggest that journalism does not
attract strong candidates: “Our students study journalism
because they are poor and have few other options.”26
Unofficial payment is also common in Bangladesh, where
our case study found that the negative culture of direct
cash payments for laudatory articles is linked to the low
pay received by many journalists. Those who take money
for such articles, usually about politicians or businesses
(or both), are merely conforming to what their media
bosses expect from them. However, we found that there
are many journalists in Bangladesh who refuse to play this
game – and these are the ones at greatest risk.
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9 Cultural norms accept a muzzled and
timid media
Public dissent and debate, especially if it is anti-authority,
is not prevalent in any of the five case study countries.
In Cambodia, Uganda and especially South Sudan, this
can be attributed in part to a recent history of war and
civilian suffering that makes people afraid of chaos and
more interested in stability than democratic freedoms, if
freedom means more insecurity and violence.
In Cambodia, there is an unquestioning deference to
authority and trust in the information provided by statelinked broadcasters, a cultural focus on harmony and
conformity, and an unwillingness to criticise or provoke
argument.
In Syria it appears that people are afraid of chaos if there
is regime change. One common and plausible explanation
is that people’s awareness of the ethnic, religious and
sectarian heterogeneity of their country – as in much of
the Middle-East – has sustained authoritarianism. In Syria,
the “politics of dissimulation”27 have emerged as a result,
which feed a pragmatic or a sceptical culture of acceptance
of oppression. Our case study found many commentators
who do not believe that the media will begin to operate
freely and democratically even if there is regime change:
“the collapse of Assad doesn’t mean collapse of ‘Assadism’”,
said one informant.28 The cultural status quo means there
is also lack of media literacy and a lack of awareness of
the possibilities of new technology, compounded with a
culture of fear of the Internet: in the words of one young
female blogger “people are afraid of the Internet. People
are afraid of the Internet for their children. They think
there is bad content, that it is wasteful, that they will spend
all their time chatting on it…”29

10 Local media face more pressures than
national media
In countries where most of the population are rural and
less educated than city-dwellers, governments have more
interest in controlling the media outside the capital than
inside it. In this way they can ensure the loyalty of their rural
voter base and, at the same time, allow the urban middle
classes to vent their frustrations by allowing a degree of
pluralism for the press in the cities.
In Bangladesh and Uganda it is clear that provincial media
outlets face more pressures than their counterparts in
Dhaka or Kampala. In Bangladesh, our case study found
that rural people are not content to be left in the dark and
there is an avid desire for news and information, though
little is done by the media to help ordinary people – the
vast majority of them rural farmers – to set their concerns,
thoughts and ideas before those in power.
In Uganda the diplomatic community and the outside world
that follow the Kampala-based media houses marvel at
their vibrancy, which leaves the Government looking
progressive. However, in the rural areas where most
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Ugandans live and where RDCs and security chiefs are
“demigods”30, freedom of expression is limited largely to
topics and individuals that are acceptable to state and
ruling party officials or to radio owners that lean towards
the governing National Resistance Movement (NRM). Our
case study found that the Ugandan State has been prepared
to endure criticism from elites and urbanites in Kampala’s
big and more sophisticated media houses, so long as it is
kept away from the voting majority in the countryside.
In Cambodia, few media reach further than ten kilometres
outside Phnom Penh. As a result, the digital divide, with
the rural and poorest least able to access new media
and digital technologies, ensures that lack of access
provides a convenient compliment to governmentimposed restrictions on the Internet. In Syria, our case
study found that the Internet has become an important
alternative medium, and bloggers and online journalists
have contributed to fostering debate about particularly
sensitive subjects. In more remote areas, however, “the
Internet does not flow like water…development projects
that are bringing Internet access to remote areas in Syria
are bringing an alien technology and throwing it on a
community”.31

Digital technology – a new weapon against oppression?
These case studies show that in countries where media and free speech
are constrained or threatened, online and mobile spaces are vital outlets
for individual expression, for organised protest and for the truth to come
out about closed societies. There are burgeoning young communities in all
of our case study countries that are using new technologies to overcome
some of the restrictions and traditions of old media. As a result, bloggers,
Twitter users and online activists are growing in status, citizen journalism
is coming of age and the digital divide is clearly narrowing. This process
is being helped by media donors who have, by and large, acknowledged
that digital and mobile platforms are media channels like any other. Where
donors have opted to support the media, they have usually supported
digital and new media as part of the package.
But while new media have opened up new and exciting possibilities,
they are not a cure for all ills. Just as dictatorships can close and suppress
newspapers and censor and manipulate broadcasts, films and photos,
so too can they suppress digital content. Bloggers are being jailed and
tortured and governments, such as that of Bashar al-Assad’s, are hacking
the Internet and suspending mobile phone networks at will. There have
also been several well-documented incidents of Syrian intelligence setting
up fake Facebook pages purporting to be that of the Syrian Free Army
or the Muslim Brotherhood, which have, on more than one occasion,
confused reports in the international media.32
Such cases show that new media can be a weapon against oppression but
that this weapon can just as easily be turned against the user. Our case studies
document other instances of Internet censorship and control by the state
in Bangladesh, Cambodia and Uganda. Media donors must, therefore
work wherever possible to support advocates of a free and open Internet
and to support lobbies for the fair and open regulation of cyber-space.
They can also use their diplomatic influence to punish autocracies with
sanctions and through the strategic withholding of aid.
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Country case studies:
Common dilemmas, common strategies
Above
Syrians watch a rare
televised speech by
Syrian President Bashar
al-Assad to Parliament at
their home in Damascus,
June 2012.

This section looks across the five case study countries of
Bangladesh, Cambodia, South Sudan, Syria and Uganda,
and examines the common dilemmas and constraints
encountered by those engaged in media assistance. This
section then looks at the ‘how’ question – how donors are
working in such environments – and identifies a number
of common strategies that are actually being used to
strengthen independent media.

Common dilemmas for donors
Media freedom is, as the last section documented, under
pressure in these societies from multiple directions. Only
a few donors, such as the US, Sweden and Norway, have
tended to prioritise media freedom as a specific objective
in their development assistance. Others see the media
as an important indicator of the democratic health of a
country, and as an area through which they pursue more
specific governance, health or other development goals.
In this context, and seen from the donors’ point of view,
attempts to assist the media sector and promote public
dialogue are often fraught with dilemmas. The media do
not always behave responsibly and there may be legitimate
reasons to limit its freedom, regulate it, or avoid getting
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involved with it altogether. The following dilemmas are
being faced at present by donors and policy-makers
interested in a free media across all five of our case study
countries.

1 Is there ever a good reason to limit
media freedom?
All Western donors commit themselves to supporting
the freedom of the media. In countries or regions that
face inter-ethnic tensions or sectarian conflict, however,
inflammatory media coverage and sometimes hate
speech via the media may be a grim reality, especially
during election periods or other moments of violence
or stress. Closing down opportunities for hate speech
is widely accepted as a legitimate curtailment of media
freedom if it is for only a limited time, and done for a
greater good, such as preventing further violence. Donors
working in closed and conflict-affected societies are faced
with complex and challenging dilemmas in understanding
how best to support free and open media in environments
where factional actors can, and do, co-opt the media to
advance sometimes violent agendas. It can be difficult to
know when governments are using the threat of violence
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or terrorism as an excuse to crack down on the media,
and when such steps are legitimate.
In Uganda, the recent ban on live radio discussions in public
places like bars and restaurants – called Bimeezas – is
controversial. Our case study notes that civil society and
media freedom organisations protest at an increasingly
draconian muzzling of the media in the country that is
justified by threats to national security, while also recognising
the acknowledgement by some commentators that some
of the Bimeeza debaters have used the forums for abusive
or sectarian attacks.33 Donors and other supporters of free
media are, therefore, faced with a dilemma about whether or
not to support the Ugandan Government in such instances.
In South Sudan, the priorities for the new Government
and for the international community are nation-building,
inclusion and peace, yet partisan and often aggressive
language is commonplace in both everyday conversation
and in the media.
The end result is often a sense that the sector is too
complicated to engage in as a strategic priority and that it is
too often messy, political and difficult. It is understandable
– though perhaps not laudable – that donors remain silent
when governments attempt to muzzle what they see
as a troublesome and divisive press. The costs of such
censorship can, of course, have great short- and long-term
consequences.

2 Short-term donor strategies do not suit
media assistance
In volatile and conflict-prone places, members of the
international community – including donors – need to keep
one eye on foreign policy concerns and on the security
of their own staff, and must be ready to pull out quickly
if violence erupts. Media practitioners have pointed out
for some time that the funding periods for media projects
are often too short to make any noticeable difference,
that short-term training sessions and one-off programmes
end up being unsustainable and that meaningful media
development – such as institution and capacity-building
– normally takes longer than the project cycles within
which donors typically work. Longer-term funding suits
media projects much better, but donors need to think
twice about embarking on longer-term media support
initiatives in such difficult environments.
In Syria, for example, many media projects consist of
one-off training activities for journalists because, as our
case study shows, donors have tended to be risk averse,
and because institution building is long and arduous.
In Cambodia managers of the few independent media
organisations that do exist lament the fact that most funding
is offered on only an annual basis and is unpredictable.
Unfortunately, short term funding horizons are often
the only option for aid agencies and donors working in
closed, authoritarian and / or conflict-prone places. This
has an obvious and negative impact on media-assistance
initiatives.
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3 One-off training projects can be difficult
to avoid
In difficult contexts – where donors have time horizons
that are short and uncertain – it is often tempting to fund
short-term training courses and workshops for journalists.
In Uganda, for example, our case-study found that a skills
or ethics session at a town hotel for a day or two is
a common experience for trainee journalists. Similarly,
one-off and popular online media initiatives, usually
based outside the country, have been the norm for media
support for Syria in recent years. Some donors realise
that this is short-termist and unsustainable, but it is simply
the reality when they have to operate in circumstances
where the country strategy may be altered radically or
even scrapped – as has happened for many donors in
Syria today – at short notice.

4 Environments prone to corruption
complicate media support
Closed and authoritarian countries may well be more
prone to corruption than other countries, particularly at
government level. For example, donors supporting the
state-run Radio National Kampuchea (RNK) in Cambodia
withdrew from a funding agreement recently because of
alleged misuse of funds. Agencies that are mandated to
work with government ministries (including most UN
agencies that work in this way) may need to pull out of
a situation at short notice when their
partnership with a corrupt government
looks likely to tarnish their reputation.
As a result, many projects – including
media projects – are suspended at a
stroke.

Donors working in
closed and conflict
affected societies are
faced with complex and
challenging dilemmas.   

A corrupt environment also has a direct
impact on journalism and journalistic
ethics: in many places it is quite normal
for journalists to accept money from businesses and
officials in return for positive coverage. Indeed, many
journalists have to do this in order to survive. But, in
such cases, there are legitimate questions about donor
support for media, given that it can be such a demonstrably
corruptible sector.

5 It can be difficult to find reliable partners
to fund
Seen from a donor’s perspective, there are often
too few reliable media partners and projects to fund.
Mismanagement of funding is found here, as it is elsewhere
in the development sector, and the absorption of funding
can be slow, requiring close monitoring. Investing directly
in the best media outlets/houses can leave donors open
to accusations from the rest of the journalism community
of interfering in the private sector or even of political
competition, especially if significant capital investments
are made in media houses with known political leanings.
Our case study in Uganda documents several such cases.
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In Syria, our case study points out the pitfalls of most
donors channelling support to the same small set of
English-speaking partners, with a risk that they are, as
a result, missing some of the most interesting projects.
Donatella Della Ratta, journalist and manager
for Creative Commons34 in Syria, said that in
her experience of working in Syria, donors
usually go to the usual suspects: organisations
that speak good English, that have received
donor support in the past and that can write
reports for them. However, she explained,
“this support is not going to the right places
because in Syria the most interesting and
active people do not speak any English”.35

There is the
danger of putting
other partnerships
with a government at
risk by pushing too
hard on media.   

Professional media associations and
journalists’ unions are often weak and disorganised and
may even divide the profession internally. In Cambodia,
for example, a large number of journalism associations
have been established since 1993. But, as a result of
this large number, which divides loyalties and funding
opportunities, and their relative inexperience, none are

China – A new media donor
While Western agencies and governments remain the biggest media
donors in the developing world, China is now starting to become
a significant player. Unlike Western approaches, which are usually
underpinned by a ‘fourth estate’ view of the media’s role in good
governance and democratic processes, the Chinese approach seems to
prioritise support to the State media, rather than private media outlets.36
The case of Cambodia bears this out most tellingly: The emergence
of China Radio International (CRI) on FM in Phnom Penh a few years
ago, broadcasting in both Mandarin and Khmer, is a sign of Cambodia’s
importance to China, coupled with China’s recent donation of a new
medium wave transmitter to the state radio station, RNK. Diplomatic
pressure from traditional donors has in the past had a reasonable influence
on the Cambodian Government, but the rise of China as the largest
donor to Cambodia – alongside Japan as the second largest donor and
the increasingly visible South Korea – has tipped the balance. As a result,
Cambodia’s ruling party is shunning Western development assistance and
the expectations of the international community in relation to governance
and the protection of the rights of Cambodians.
China and Japan are also making forays into media development in South
Sudan. China announced in late 2011 a grant of $31 million for South
Sudan, with a specific mention of support for media development as
well as for agriculture and water. In Bangladesh, China is helping the
Government with the introduction of 3G technology. And in Uganda,
China has been involved with the Uganda Broadcasting Corporation,
giving it a grant (to be finalised by the end of 2012) to set up a second TV
channel and a radio channel in the East of the country.
Such investments signal a potential departure from other modes of media
support characterised by close donor involvement in strategy and the
implementation of specialist media support to NGOs. Worryingly, when
countries have flexible and plentiful funding for their state broadcaster
from donors like China, they have fewer incentives for public service
broadcasting and more opportunity for propaganda.
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yet able to represent the media community and ensure
internal standards of behaviour. In Uganda many civil
society organisations are in quiet competition with one
another, which seems to undermine efforts to act decisively
on certain issues. Furthermore, there is often a great deal
of competition and lack of cooperation between local
NGOs engaged in media support, especially when they
are competing for scarce donor funding. This increases the
risk of more than one agency offering the same services
and of the inefficient use of resources. For example, more
than one local agency may claim to be ‘coordinating’ all
the community radio stations in one country, leading to
confusion and duplication of effort.

6 Patchy evidence of the positive impact
of past media support
Evaluation in the media support sector has a reputation
among many donors for being patchy. While there is
increasing evidence of major investment by media support
organisations in impact evaluation, donors complain that
they don’t have a sufficiently strong evidence base to tell
them where they can direct resources effectively and
confidently. In Cambodia, for example, our case-study
found that because many donor-supported media initiatives
have been short-term and small-scale, few have included
baseline or post-project evaluation research, making it
difficult to gauge their impact and relevance. Although
this is true of many media-support initiatives and is not
confined to countries where press freedoms are under
threat, the difficulty of compiling a solid evidence-base is
more acute in closed, fragile or authoritarian countries.
The common tendency to fund numerous one-off training
schemes for journalists has, in some cases, given media
support a bad name and has put off other potential donors
to the sector. For example, in Cambodia it is difficult to see
the impact of much of the money spent on early training
programmes (in the 1990s) – a conclusion that has helped
to reduce donor enthusiasm for direct support to the
media in that country. In Uganda, our case study found
that all donors and CSOs acknowledge the importance of
more systematic research in informing project formulation.

7 Risks to other government partnerships
From a donor’s perspective, there is the danger of
putting other partnerships with a government at risk by
pushing too hard on media, such as real opportunities
for institutional reforms. In Cambodia, for example, it
is clear that, for most donors, assistance to the media
will be offered only if there is no perceived or potential
damage to other priority development areas. Our case
study found that if support to media from foreign donors
threatens the success of other projects (by angering the
Cambodian authorities with whom they must work), most
of those donors are choosing to suspend media support
until they feel confident that such projects will enjoy buy-in
from the Government. But there are no indications that
this time is near.
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In Uganda, our case study heard from one donor
representative who said they’d like a single entity to
represent the interests of the media sector, but that
there are problems implicit in partnering directly
with the Ministry of Information. In South Sudan, the
realities of shifting donor priorities are evident, as the
international community shows signs of ‘moving on’
now that independence has been achieved. There was
heavy investment and activity leading up to elections and
independence, but South Sudan’s development partners
revised their strategies substantially during 2011 and
the number of media development partners working
in-country has reduced somewhat since independence.
Several key donors are now clearly prioritising technical
assistance to the Government of South Sudan (GOSS) and
to regulatory bodies, and the extent to which demand-side
accountability will remain important to donors is unclear.

8 Risks to individuals
There is a risk of endangering the lives of journalists
and media managers if they are associated with foreign
donors. In Syria, for example, our case study heard from
the political adviser for the EU in Syria who explained that
“it is quite often dangerous for individuals to get funding
from the EU directly, and [that] real NGOs [as opposed to
government-organised NGOs – GONGOs] haven’t made
themselves known to us in Syria”.37 Strategies that involve
the organisation of online media training, which are illegal
in places like Syria, can also put individuals at risk.

9 A preference for foreign training rather
than training in-country
Another dilemma arises when foreign donors look for
ways to protect good journalists and give them the best
training available. The strategy is often to send them on
foreign training courses in the West. While the skills and
experience they acquire can be positive, these journalists
often find it almost impossible to apply them when they
return home, for both political and practical reasons. A
well-intentioned strategy can result in great frustration
and less than positive consequences. In Syria, for example,
Mazen Darwich, President of the Syrian Centre for Media
and Freedom of Expression, complained about the sort of
training programmes that have no long-term objectives:
“there is a lot of organising of visits to Western countries for
journalism training in what is called the politics of freedom
of expression”. He lamented that, “up until now we do
not find efforts that have supported independent and
professional journalists to produce a social magazine, for
example, so that they can at least apply what they learnt
in these training sessions”.38

10 Donor coordination is often a problem
Media support can fall under many different headings
(human rights or governance or humanitarian work, or
sectorial work like agriculture or health). As a result,
donors and implementing agencies often find it difficult
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to coordinate the projects they are funding under ‘media’,
and to make strategic choices about which initiatives to
support and how.
Donor coordination is often more difficult in a restrictive
environment, such as in Syria, where donors and
implementing/local organisations are unaware of each
other’s activities. South Sudan, where a Joint Donor Team
(JDT) was established, was hailed initially as a potential
model for aid harmonisation, but our case study found
that an inevitable divergence of donor priorities has made
it difficult to agree on overarching strategies. As a result,
whole areas of focus – including media – are considered
outside the mandate of the JDT. In Bangladesh, there
used to be a multi-donor coordination initiative called the
Media Coordination Committee, hosted by Danida. This
lapsed in 2005, even though collaboration between donors
on approaches to media support and public dialogue is
essential if any long-term, realistic vision is to take root
and grow.

Above
Bangladeshi riot police
officers kick and baton
charge opposition
14-party political alliance
supporters during a rally
in Dhaka, Bangladesh,
November 2006.
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Common strategies by donors
When working with authoritarian governments and closed
societies, donors have two overall options: to support
projects from the outside or to work very carefully from
the inside. The following section details strategies that
have been tried and that have had some measure of
success, both inside and outside our case study countries
of Bangladesh, Cambodia, South Sudan, Syria and Uganda.

Working from the outside
Going over the heads of government
Providing news and information to the citizens of a
country in defiance of, and despite, their government,
is a strategy that was long used by the West during the
Cold War. The Arab Spring has also shown the advantages
for citizens of providing them with access to unbiased
information beyond their borders via services such as
the BBC, Al Jazeera and other international broadcasters.
Short-wave radio, satellite technology, the Internet and
mobile platforms make it possible to circumvent physical
borders and beam information and alternative news into
restricted places like Zimbabwe, North Korea, Burma/
Myanmar, and so on. The same is true in the two most
authoritarian of our case-study countries: Syria and
Cambodia.

MAHA TAKI/BBC MEDIA ACTION

In Syria, all foreign media are banned or are only
allowed in under the watchful eye of the state security

apparatus, but satellite receivers are widely used and
many viewers tune into pan-Arab and regional TV
stations. Meanwhile, major foreign broadcasters have
got around this blackout by working with activists to
send in undercover teams to report from cities like
Homs, often at great risk, and even at the cost of their
own lives. Internet platforms, such as Facebook and You
Tube, have enabled news and user-generated images to
circulate internally and to get out of Syria to the world’s
news media.
In Cambodia, particularly in the capital Phnom Penh,
members of the public who want access to unbiased
news tend to tune into foreign radio stations (such as
ABC, BBC World Service, Radio Free Asia, RFI, VOA),
or read English language newspapers in-country. It is
notable that Cambodia’s leadership does not control
the foreign press. This is probably because, as one
foreign newspaper editor said during the research for
the case study, “it doesn’t affect their voter base”.39
Nevertheless, some analysts believe that such news
outlets have a greater reach than their audience numbers
would suggest.
In South Sudan, the BBC World Service on short wave radio
built up a loyal following during the war of independence
and remains very popular, now with FM relays of the Swahili
and Somali services added to the short wave content in
Arabic and English. In some areas it is the second most
important source of information after community radio
stations, with reported listenership levels of between 30
per cent and 59 per cent of the audience.
In terms of government interference, there is no immediate
threat to the BBC presence in South Sudan at the moment.
However, our case study countries have seen examples
of closure of local radio stations that relay the signal or
carry news from foreign stations, such as the BBC or VOA,
by government order. In Uganda, representatives of the
foreign press are tolerated but the government is wary of
them, with President Museveni branding them enemies
of Uganda’s development in 2011.

Working in cyber-space

Left
Street near Bab Tuma
Square, Damascus, Syria.
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Access to the Internet by ordinary people is still severely
limited by poverty, illiteracy and lack of infrastructure in all
of our case study countries. However, this is a huge growth
area. For example, World Bank estimates show that usage
of the Internet in Cambodia still stands at only around 0.5
per cent, but there has been a ten-fold increase since 2000
and the growth of 3G in rural areas is bringing increasing
numbers online through their mobile phones. This has
made it possible for Cambodians living overseas to support
news blogs that post censored news, despite efforts by
the Cambodian Government to block such sites. As to
support for online news as an alternative to in-country
media, agencies such as BBC Media Action have supported
bloggers to become credible social commentators in Syria
through close collaboration with an informal network of
bloggers across the country.
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Left
A woman watches a
large widescreen TV
showing Chinese state
broadcaster CCTV as
she works in the canteen
kitchen of a Chinese
company in Kampala,
Uganda.

The Dutch agency Hivos (Humanist Institute for
Development Cooperation) is doing some interesting
work with online journalism and blogging from Syria,
supporting a number of online initiatives including Global
Voices and Mideast youth, an online news site set up by
a Syrian. Marjan Besuijen, Hivos’s programme specialist
on ICT and Media, explained: “In-country we haven’t
done anything in Syria with media. It’s impossible now
to work inside. We support initiatives such as the annual
Arab bloggers conference. We do regional stuff and try
to find Syrian activists or people to join us.”40
The BBC has also supported online initiatives such as the
Ara2 training on social media tools (see page 18) and a
section on the Syria News website called ‘The place I live’
to create a space for citizens to share their complaints
about their community with officials.41 Another example
of a grassroots initiative on the web is a Riyadh-based blog
aggregator and website called Al-Mudawen.net which was
started by a Syrian blogger and programme developer,
Omar Mushaweh. The point of such an aggregator,
according to its creator, is to “bring together the diverse
bloggers around a cause; whether it be political, social or
humanitarian”.42
In Uganda, the donor-supported African Centre for Media
Excellence (ACME) has created a closed online group
using social media where media practitioners discuss
issues pertinent to the profession. Here, they can be more
outspoken than in the more cautious mainstream media.
Facebook claims just under a million Bangladeshi users,
many of whom are thought to live outside Bangladesh
itself. Public dialogue in and about Bangladesh seems to be
shifting increasingly to online and SMS services, and other
mobile platforms are a huge growth area with near 100
per cent penetration rate of mobile phones in a population
of 155 million. Two of the most recent, innovative and
interesting ideas are online dialogue initiatives such as the
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Nagorik Kontho portal, where citizens and members of the
administration can interact, and Amader Sthaniyo Sarkar
(Our Local Government) – a newly launched TV/radio
programme and a linked website that allows discussion of
the issues raised in the programmes, funded by UNESCO.
But risks remain in Bangladesh, according to USAID’s
Alexious Butler: “There’s a small but growing online
blogging presence, but there are real risks for them. The
Government’s reaction to bloggers is pretty knee-jerk, and
media freedom on the Internet is at risk”.43 The authorities
have also, on occasion, tried to block access to some
websites, citing religious and moral concerns.

Supporting UN broadcasting
Radio UNTAC was set up by the UN mission in Cambodia
just after the end of the war, in 1993, and Radio Miraya
is currently broadcasting in South Sudan as a partnership
between the UN and Swiss NGO Fondation Hirondelle.
These are two examples of donor-supported radio services
that are brought in from the outside and that are able to
by-pass national restrictions that would otherwise limit
what they broadcast.
Radio UNTAC (United Nations Transitional Authority for
Cambodia) was set up by the UN to offer news of the
1993 election to the Cambodian people and to train and
equip the broadcasters it hoped would continue to inform
the public after its departure. The UN used imported
broadcasting resources to reach the citizens of a new
post-conflict country. The station broadcast for just under a
year and was widely praised for its ability to inform citizens
of their election rights. But when it closed in 1993, the radio
equipment was promptly lost or absorbed by broadcasters
affiliated to the Government, making its contribution to a
bipartisan media very short-lived.
Radio Miraya in South Sudan, set up in 2006, is one of
the UN’s largest radio projects in operation anywhere,
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Above
Radio journalists and
community leaders
discuss the media’s role
in governance in rural
Uganda, Kagadi.

with a budget of around $5 million annually. Jointly
managed by the UN Mission and Fondation Hirondelle,
Miraya is widely considered to set the standard for news
reporting across South Sudan, and is the best resourced
and best protected media outlet operating out of the
country. Miraya broadcasts largely in English and Simple
Arabic, making it very popular among urban populations.
Community radio stations in rural areas often take the
news from Miraya and translate it into local languages for
less educated populations who cannot access Miraya due
to language difficulties. Everyone involved with Miraya
is acutely aware that an exit strategy is urgently needed
before the UN pulls out of South Sudan, so that the
departure of the UN does not leave a radio ‘hole’ in the
way that Radio UNTAC did in Cambodia.

Training from the outside
When conditions are difficult in-country, training can be
done by taking journalists, writers, broadcasters, filmmakers and technicians outside the country for short
workshops or longer scholarships or placements with
international broadcasters such as Deutsche Welle, Radio
Netherlands or the BBC. One example of this strategy
has been used recently in Bangladesh by an EU-funded
project that has brought journalists to the UK for training
in specialised economic, trade and business reporting,
through the Thomson Foundation. There is also the option
of distance learning.
In Syria many donors have suspended their work inside
the country and other donors prefer to work outside
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of the system – either because they are banned from
entering Syria or because they believe that working
with government institutions on media support is a
futile process. One project manager of an international
media development organisation who wished to remain
anonymous said:
“To be honest, we got funding and we wanted to do
whatever we could in those circumstances. It was more of
a priority to make a project happen rather than do nothing.
We took journalists out of Syria and trained them – we had
to be incredibly low profile – all the training was done by
Arab trainers and hosted in Arab countries”.44
But, as in Cambodia, taking Syrian journalists to
Western countries for training has its drawbacks: Syrian
human rights activists and other observers argue that
journalism training is generally easy to carry out because
it maximises the number of beneficiaries and faces the
fewest objections from political authorities, who can be
confident that existing political and legal structures will
prevent trainees from applying any potentially subversive
lessons they learn.
Arguably, the type of training that can be conducted most
successfully from the outside involves online training at
a distance, such as the Ara2 Academy project by BBC
Media Action, which was an interactive online training
platform. This used mentors recruited from an informal
network of bloggers throughout Syria and trained them
in workshops in both London and Damascus, but with
the bulk of the training carried out online. However, in
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Advocacy from the outside
Advocacy from the outside is sometimes possible by
supporting the local chapter of an international lobbying
organisation such as Reporters Without Borders (RSF)
or Transparency International (TI). For instance the UK’s
DFID and Switzerland’s SDC have given several million
dollars as part of a consortium of donors to support
the Bangladesh branch of TI (TIB), which works with
civil society groups to increase the demand for political
change and awareness of corruption. TIB runs surveys in
Bangladesh that show that corruption among the judiciary
is the number one complaint among citizens. While it is
impossible to prove that the media has had a direct impact
on corruption issues in Bangladesh, corruption receives a
lot of coverage and our case study found that the country
has improved its score in TI’s Corruption Perception Index
(CPI) from 2.0 in 2006 to 2.4 in 2010.46
Other lobby groups, including several in Cambodia, are
able to function purely thanks to their links outside the
country. The advocacy group LICADHO, for example, has
a director who holds dual French/Cambodian nationality
and the manager of Beehive radio, one of the only truly
independent radio operators, is also protected by a foreign
passport.

Working from the inside

Also in Bangladesh, donors such as UNDP have been
working directly with the Prime Minister’s Office to
improve access to information through the introduction
of various e-enabled services and the setting up of
decentralised service delivery points all across the country
at union level. This contributes to the strengthening of local
governance through greater participatory planning and
implementation, and the improvement of the management
and accountability of services.
Some donors have attempted to improve the state
broadcaster. In Cambodia, however, attempts to strengthen
the state broadcaster (RNK) failed as a result of corruption
and the funders pulled out at short notice once it became
clear that RNK would not commit to providing the editorial
freedom the project had planned to encourage.
Obviously, working with a state broadcaster in any
authoritarian context is bound to be fraught. But our case
study in Syria found that even journalists working for the
State should not be neglected. As one former journalist
and producer at the state-run Syrian TV explained: “[they]
had opportunities and margins to make better journalism
exist...there were a few professional ones who had high
ethical values and were constantly looking for change and
to reform the media work they do within the parameters
of the acceptable”.47
Some success is evident in Cambodia where the Women’s
Media Centre (WMC) has chosen to cooperate with a
BBC MEDIA ACTION

extreme circumstances, such as those pertaining in Syria
at the moment, even online initiatives are hard to sustain
and this particular partnership has not survived the recent
upheaval. For the time being, the bloggers have been
obliged to keep a low profile as the Assad regime continues
to crack down on all dissent.

Working carefully with the State
The strategy of working with the State may be effective
in some cases, such as giving donor support within
government institutions – i.e. partnering with state-owned
broadcasters in order to reach government officials. One
example of this is UNDP’s Equity Weekly show on state
television (TVK) in Cambodia, which seems to work
because it may reach senior government officials who
tune in to their state broadcaster for news. However, it
is clear that these sorts of initiatives are not sustainable
without donor funding because it is the donor that protects
them both financially and editorially.
In Bangladesh, Switzerland’s SDC has been supporting the
newly founded Information Commission of the Bangladesh
Government through a project called Citizens Voice for
Improved Local Public Services. This aims to make local
government more directly responsive to people’s needs
and helps local government officials interact with the
media to get their messages across. The Amader Sthaniyo
Sarkar (Our Local Government) project highlights local
government best practice through radio, TV and its
interactive website and pilot web portal Nagorik Kontho
(Citizens’ Voice).
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There is an avid desire
for news and information
amongst both rural and
urban populations,
Bangladesh.
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Media Nagorik Forum. The forum has held meetings in
which media consumers voice their feelings about mediarelated topics.
In Cambodia, one example of a local human rights
organisation supported by donors is LICADHO, which
lobbies for changes, including those related to freedom
of expression within the highest echelons of power, as
well as trying to raise knowledge of human rights issues at
the grassroots. LICADHO receives funding from Danida,
Norad and USAID among others. Partly because of its high
profile, and partly because it has foreign allies, LICADHO
is seen as “untouchable” by the authorities: “because we
are so public we’re harder to shut down,” said its French/
Cambodian director.49
The Association for Media Development in South Sudan
(AMDISS) is another example of a body working primarily
on policy and advocacy for the media sector and is
supported by Norwegian People’s Aid.
Above
Radio training at Buddu
FM, Kampala, Uganda.

number of government ministries, including the Ministry
of Women’s Affairs to extend its reach and secure
broadcasting rights. The WMC is an NGO and an advocacy
group using radio, TV and mobile teams in rural areas to
engage in discussion of women’s issues.
The compromise resulting from collaboration with the
Government and the audience access it facilitates has
meant a narrowing of WMC’s editorial space. Our case
study found that under the terms of its licence, its radio
station can make programmes for women in all areas,
unless they relate to politics. Nonetheless, the WMC is
well respected, and viewed as a conduit through which
the public and the Government can converse.48

Supporting rights organisations and media
advocacy groups
Another strategy that aims to work inside a country,
but more in league with anti-state initiatives, is that of
supporting human rights organisations working directly to
defend journalists’ rights and to draw local and international
attention to infringements to free speech. This
work can include support to organisations like
RSF and TI, whose reports and statements
are often picked up by the media.

It is important to
learn the lessons of
past training failures
and move away from
the ‘workshop
syndrome’.   

This has been possible in Bangladesh, for
example, where it has proved a good strategy
to expose corruption stories such as the
misuse of World Bank aid money. In 2010 TIB
and the University of Dhaka’s Department
of Mass Communication & Journalism,
jointly organised a five-year anti-corruption
training programme at the Bangladesh Academy for
Rural Development (BARD) in Comilla for journalists
working outside Dhaka. This is a substantial project with
funding of $20 million provided by DFID, Sida, Danida and
SDC. Also in Bangladesh, UNESCO has supported the
Centre for Development Communication to establish the
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In Uganda donors have been supporting the local human
rights group Article 29, which is so-named after the
freedom of expression article in Uganda’s Constitution.
This coalition has attempted to forge cooperation among
Uganda’s media organisations to promote press freedom
and is supported as part of the Democratic Governance
Facility (DGF) – the basket fund of donor support for this
area.50 The African Centre for Media Excellence (ACME),
also in Uganda, is supported by a variety of donors.
ACME has hosted an international task force of human
rights lobbying organisations (Freedom House, Article 19
and so on) on Freedom of Expression that released a
report in 2010 urging the State not to muzzle the media.

Supporting the relay of foreign media
from within the country
Where possible, foreign broadcasters will look for local
stations to relay their content within a country to increase
the extent and quality of coverage. For example, if it is
possible to find local radio stations to take an FM relay,
this is likely to increase audiences markedly compared to
relying solely on Short Wave radio.
In Cambodia, external content is carried on local radio
stations such as Voice of Democracy, which is largely
supported by donor funds, and by offering airtime to
foreign radio stations such as those from France (RFI),
UK (BBC), the USA (VOA) and to Radio Free Asia. Beehive
Radio and the Women’s Media Centre also sell airtime to
international broadcasters. This strategy helps to keep
local stations afloat and also ensures that people have a
choice of local and international content, giving them an
alternative perspective on their own country.
Foreign media are not restricted in our other case study
countries with the extreme exception of Syria. Even here,
it is possible to listen to, for example, the BBC in some
border areas where it is transmitted from northern Jordan,
and satellite TV is widespread and allows subscribers
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access to a variety of foreign media. But reporting from
inside Syria is severely limited, as foreign reporters have
very restricted access inside the country, and anyone having
contact with foreign media faces severe penalties.

Concentrating on training
Although it is important to learn the lessons of past training
failures and move away from the ‘workshop syndrome,’
organising workshops, training schemes, journalism
degrees and other professional qualifications have long
been favourite options for donors wishing to strengthen
media all over the world.
Our case studies point to the fact that basic journalism
skills are still needed almost everywhere. In Uganda, both
basic and advanced investigative journalism training is being
implemented by, among others, Makerere University in
Kampala, funded by Sida and other donors that support
the Democratic Governance Facility basket fund (DGF).
Where the profession of journalism is fragile, technical
training and business capacity building are also important
elements in the range of training offered to independent
media houses. Journalism awards, reporting grants and
longer-term mentoring are among the other popular ways
to fund training in Uganda.

published by the Institute for War and Peace Reporting
(IWPR) in 2009 with funding from the EU and the German
Embassy in The Hague.
In Syria, training of journalists has been possible within
a project called Arij (Arab Reporters for Investigative
Journalism) because it has official approval from the
Government and because it does not cross any ‘red
lines’, such as working with foreign media. This project
trains private and state journalists and has its own office
in Syria. It was set up by a number of leading Arab media
professionals and activists with funding from Sweden and
Denmark through International Media Support (IMS), a
Copenhagen-based NGO. Our case study found that Arij
has been able to train many young journalists without
any objections from the Government, mainly because it
focuses solely on social and environmental issues (see also
‘emphasising neutral and public interest topics’ on page 23).

Below
An NGO worker is
interviewed by BBC
Media Action, Cambodia.

Where overt support to journalism training is less easy,
thematic trainings on themes such as elections coverage,
economics, agriculture and health have long been popular.
In South Sudan, for example, UNDP has funded a training
programme for journalists comprising three-day courses on
covering electoral events, with 350 journalists completing
the training. This training was followed by the placement
of mentors in 11 South Sudanese media houses for an
additional 14 days. Another example of concentrated
support around the elections in South Sudan has been
the work of BBC Media Action, which involved capacitybuilding for 10 state and community radio stations using
on-site mentoring, and supporting coverage and education
around the elections and referendum. Since that time, BBC
Media Action has followed up with debate and dialogue
on-air between government representatives and citizens.
Teaching technical skills is also a widespread capacitybuilding strategy – sometimes in the guise of computer
skills for business – in the hope they can be used for media
later, when the atmosphere becomes less restrictive.
For example, a French graphic design firm, Objectif 3D,
has started to train young Cambodians in photo editing,
graphics, and other skills that may one day assist the
development of participatory media.51
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Training on media laws and journalists’ rights is also
important in restricted contexts, and can work well. In
Uganda, for example, special mentoring by BBC Media
Action on Uganda’s media regulations was incorporated
into training plans to help rural reporters learn about the
laws that govern their profession, and their journalistic
rights. And in South Sudan a handbook entitled ‘Assignment
Justice: a practical guide for Sudanese journalists’ was
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Capacity-building for media houses as a
whole
Rather than just training individual journalists, there is
currently a trend towards building the overall capacity of
media houses, both technically and managerially. As one
of our case study interviewees in Uganda observed: “it
does not help to train journalists today who are almost
certain to leave the profession tomorrow.”52
Respondents in the profession felt that stronger media
outlets are more likely to stand firm in the face of

threats to their right to operate than weaker ones.
Some of this core support to media houses is working
quite well in Uganda, for example, where BBC Media
Action and Panos East Africa have been supporting six
rural radio stations to produce interactive programmes
on local governance issues (see also ‘concentrating on
the provinces’ on page 24). In addition, USAID’s NUTI
project (Northern Uganda Transitional Initiative) has
provided transmission and studio equipment as well as
media training to three local radio stations in the north
of the country.

Czhoton/ BBC Media Action

Right
A ferry in rural
Bangladesh, where
74% of the population
now has access to a
television.
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Emphasising neutral and ‘public interest’
topics
An approach that emphasises topics seen as neutral or
of public interest is sometimes also called media for
development, in that it concentrates on programming
on developmental topics. One example is support for
Beehive Radio, Cambodia, which is a radical radio station
run by an outspoken critic of the Government. It is funded,
in part, by donors who sponsor airtime that is used to
broadcast programmes on such issues as health, education
and social service provision. Therefore, the foreign
NGOs involved with Beehive cannot be accused of direct
involvement in politics, as they engage only in relatively
neutral topics with a developmental aim. In Bangladesh,
reporting on children’s issues and the protection, health
and education of children through support from UNICEF
has proved one avenue to strengthen reporting skills
more generally.
In Syria some observers of media support believe that
foreign donors tend to invest in arts and culture because
they are safer and easier to work with than media and
technology, while the Arij journalist training that is
taking place in Syria tends to focus on ‘safe’ social and
environmental reporting. This is beneficial for journalists
in two ways: first these issues are real and important;
second, the reporting and producing skills acquired can
be applied to political issues if individuals choose to do so
later on. Some topics, such as ‘personal status’ and ‘honour
crimes’ may seem apolitical in a superficial sense, but they
are political in that they have been chosen by bloggers
and online journalists as part of a fight for social inclusion
and social justice.
Technical skills are also seen, by some donors in Syria, as a
safe area on which to concentrate. Marjan Besuijen from
the Dutch agency Hivos explained the general strategy
that Hivos adopts for working in Syria: “When we work
in Syria we tend to concentrate on technical stuff to be
quite neutral. Our media strategy in Syria (and Iran and
Iraq) is to focus on basic technology skills/core skills so
that we can do it more in the open, so to say”.53

Developing pre-packaged content and
programming
In all our case study countries, one popular strategy for
the promotion of good-governance content has been to
‘import’ it by relying on foreign producers and journalists
to produce it in-country, or to produce and package it
outside and then use local media houses as the vehicle
for dissemination, using outside expertise and foreign
producers.
In Cambodia the media has been viewed as a conduit through
which donors can disseminate information produced by
their own staff or by small teams of trusted local partners,
particularly radio stations operated by Cambodian NGOs.
While this appears to have helped support the maintenance
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of some democratic space, our case study found that it
has the drawback of strengthening the media only as a
conduit, not in itself, because it generates only limited
long-term industry development.
The bringing together of outside expertise and local
media should, ideally, be more collaborative. BBC Media
Action, for example, often works hand in hand with local
reporters and producers to make programmes, such as
those produced about the independence referendum in
South Sudan as part of its Voice and Participation project
with 10 community radio stations (funded by the Dutch
Ministry of Foreign Affairs). This was a sustained project
involving on-site training and mentoring, and helping radio
station staff with audience research.
It is also important to keep programming going and not to
let the audience down. In Uganda, for example, BBC Media
Action mentored radio station staff to work around the
Ugandan Government’s ban on live Bimeeza discussions
by producing pre-recorded talk shows on less sensitive
governance issues.
Outside productions like the BBC’s Sanglap (‘dialogue’) in
Bangladesh have set standards of good quality and there
are examples of these debates having a positive impact on
policy. Sanglap, a TV political debate show with audience
participation very similar to the UK’s ‘Question Time’,
is reported to have made an impact at two levels. The
first is that, “people believe that they
have been given a platform to challenge
governments in ways never before
experienced”54, and that this, in turn,
has influenced the Government to react
to the people’s perceived demands and
wishes as expressed on the programme.
The second is the ‘emulation effect’:
the impact of an exemplary programme on other
broadcasters.55 In these terms Sanglap has stimulated
some other Bangladeshi TV channels to copy or emulate
the talk show format. There is also evidence that the
example set by Sanglap has led to other locally-made talk
shows springing up in Bangladesh and the Government
having to react, increasingly, to the criticisms that they
bring forward.

It is also important
to keep programming
going and not to let the
audience down.   

Supporting independent/community
outlets
Finding and supporting the most professional and most
independent outlets in a given country, such as community
radio stations and independent newspapers, has long been
a trusted strategy. Direct funding of non-state, alternative,
private or even radical media outlets is possible but
potentially controversial. In South Sudan it has been a
matter of repairing destroyed or dilapidated infrastructure
of previously established news outlets in some cases,
such as the rehabilitation of the Juba (formerly Nile)
printing press by the EC. Even in more difficult places,
like Cambodia, support to activists like the manager of
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are strongly controlled by local administrations, face
physical threats and closure, and although they run many
stories on corruption, for example, these are rarely picked
up or given priority by the national media.”58

Beehive radio in Phnom Penh is possible through the
sponsorship of neutral content.
In Syria, BBC Media Action has, among other things, opted
to partner with an existing private online newspaper
platform called Syria News, both to strengthen Syria News
itself and to help make it sustainable as a place where
other Syrian journalists could go to for training. In 2006
the management of Syria News were trained on sustainable
business models for online news and attended study tours
in London and business development training, before Syria
News then set up its own training operation for young
Syrian graduates. Our case study found that Syria News
is a good example of a sustainable independent media
organisation.

Quiet or overt lobbying and diplomacy?
Donors may choose between lobbying and diplomacy
when it comes to media legislation, licensing, reforming
the business environment, individual human rights cases,
and regulatory decisions (i.e. when channels are closed
down). While there is a significant risk that such lobbying
will have little or no impact over the short- or mediumterm, it is possible that foreign lobbying will work if led
by a ‘sympathetic’ donor and approached from an angle
viewed as beneficial to the state. For example, the findings
of our Cambodia case study suggest that the ruling party
(CPP) might be open to media development for economic
gain or to improve development indicators that might raise
the CPP’s public rating. The case study points out that
Western donors are in danger of losing their powers of
leverage in the face of donor support from China that does
not tie its aid to policy reform. Hun Sen’s Government
can now draw on cheap foreign funding sources without
having to develop Western governance systems in return.59

Concentrating on the provinces
In Cambodia, AusAID has refocused recently on skills
development programming in provincial information
centres, where local partners appear to be much more
receptive to change than those closer to the centre of
power, in the capital. Our case study research suggested
that Cambodia’s on-going policy of decentralisation may
help donors convince the Government of the merit of
such projects and keep them relatively un-contentious.56

In Bangladesh, UNESCO has been supporting mediafriendly laws through some quite low-profile work that
involves the organisation of seminars and meetings
to discuss broadcasting policy, and, through the Media
Nagorik Forum, holding meetings where media consumers
can voice their feelings about media-related topics.

In Uganda, too, most media supporters have been
concentrating on rural areas. For example, Panos East
Africa has been building the capacity of some 20 rural
radio stations to produce interactive programmes to
engage leaders and audiences in discussions about local
governance issues. This project, called the Rural Radio
Debates, has received positive feedback from participating
radio stations, showing that the programmes have boosted
their editorial capacity, listenership and advertising
revenues.57

In South Sudan, the injection of substantial amounts
of donor money since 2001 has given foreign donors
considerable leverage on governance issues. However,
while the donors are pushing for governance reforms and
may suspect the Government of Southern Sudan (GOSS)
of dragging its feet over passing media legislation, the
research for our case study found that some within
the GOSS detect a degree of conditionality in donor
approaches which they do not like: “They [donors] give
conditions that no funds [will be given] until we pass the
media bill. We say okay, that will happen soon since it is
still in Parliament yet to be passed. I do not understand
such claims of lack of freedom of expression in the South”
said Mustafa Biong Majak Koul, Director General in the
GOSS Ministry of Information.60

In Bangladesh, our case study found that most media
outlets in the cities are well-funded businesses and have no
need of core support, whereas the needs of the provincial
media are much more acute. “Regional media in general
feel neglected,” said Robert Morini, Head of Press and
Communications at the British High Commission, “They

Right
A protestor holds up a
sign during a funeral in
Damascus, Syria in
January 2011.
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Supporting media academies, clubs and
centres
Support to media academies, clubs and centres is a strategy
pursued in, for example, Bangladesh, Uganda and South
Sudan. In Bangladesh the British Council gave initial funding
in 1998 to Pathshala – now the Pathshala South Asian Media
Academy – which was set up by a renowned Bangladeshi
photo agency called Drik. The Academy is now supported
by Drik itself and The Goethe Institute. The British Council
contributed management training skills, and helped to
explore the role of the media in good governance and
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democracy. The Academy now identifies promising media
professionals and trains them in high production and ethical
standards, building on more than a decade of work by Drik
to educate and train photographers whose work engages,
informs, and empowers the public.
Also in Bangladesh, USAID has established a Media Centre
for Investigative Reporting to increase the media’s capacity
to report on transparency and corruption issues as well
as advocate for legal reform and freedom of information
laws. Programme partners reported that this approach
empowered individuals to question local government
officials about services, such as medical care and supplies
that should be provided but are lacking because of corrupt
practices.
In South Sudan plans are underway to establish a media
academy in Juba with funding from Norway’s Norad,
implemented through a partnership with Norwegian
Church Aid and the Association for Media Development
in South Sudan, although these plans have been successive
years in development with no implementation as yet.
In Uganda, the Africa Centre for Media Excellence (ACME)
provides training (including mid-career training) but also
carries out research and advocacy on media-related issues,
conducts media monitoring, gives reporting grants and
promotes media literacy. ACME is funded, amongst others,
by the DGF basket fund supported by Denmark, the UK,
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Netherlands, Ireland, Sweden and Norway. There is also the
example of the Northern Uganda Media Club (NUMEC),
which is now perhaps one of the best press clubs in the
country, a year and a half since the donor (USAID) left.
According to NUMEC President Moses Odokonyero, the
club prepared for the donor’s departure by coming up
with income-generating programmes, using the facilities
and skills bequeathed to them. Odokonyero is optimistic
about the future of NUMEC, and the club’s transition
could offer useful lessons for sustainable donor-funded
development.

Above
School children in Iriya,
South Sudan, stand
around a map of the
united Sudan made
out of stones a week
before the declaration
of independence of
South Sudan.

Despite such examples of some sustainability, there are
still questions of the sustainability for such centres and
academies overall. Very often, it is easier to build such
institutions than to keep them going.

Supporting research about the audience
and the general media situation
Research is acknowledged in donor circles as necessary
for project formulation in media assistance, but is more
honoured in the breach than the observance. As one donor
remarked in Uganda, “one does not need a major study
to know what problems face the media”61, and as the
Uganda case study further points out, there is still a great
reliance on anecdotal evidence and ad hoc assessments.
In South Sudan, considerable effort has been put into media
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Below
Shooting the drama series,
Loy9 Dream, Cambodia.

mapping and reporting on media freedom issues through
two project consortia funded by international NGOs such
as International Media Support and Norwegian Peoples
Aid. Internews, BBC Media Action and the National
Democratic Institute have also contributed important
thinking and research to the South Sudan media scene
over the last two years. Research by BBC Media Action
in 2010, for example, aimed to assess the impact of its
work with seven radio stations across the country, working
with state radio, the Sudan Catholic Radio Network and
Internews community stations. An ambitious programme
of quantitative and qualitative research aimed to generate
better understanding of audience needs and expectations
of the media in relation to governance and a wide range
of other development issues.62

In Syria, Hivos has started an interesting Knowledge
Programme that is a practitioner-academic collaboration
to develop knowledge on issues pertaining to the work of
CSOs and the development sector more generally. Our
case study found that the policy papers and newsletters
emerging from this collaboration are a useful contribution
to the literature on media and civil society in Syria.
As well as being time-consuming and expensive, research
is difficult in authoritarian and centralised countries where
even asking people about their media preferences runs
into major bureaucratic hurdles or is simply not allowed.
However, from a donor’s point of view, this kind of
research can be a way to ‘keep a foot in the door’ of
media support, when more direct support to media outlets
is not possible. In Cambodia, for example, our case study
reports that Sida hosted a two day workshop in Phnom
Penh in mid-2012 looking at press freedom and freedom
of expression.
Research is also being done in Uganda to draw attention
to media repression, including valuable work by the
African Centre for Media Excellence (ACME), as outlined
on page 20.

Creating new media outlets
Although the practice of establishing new media outlets
from scratch is sometimes disparagingly called ‘parachute
media’, it is particularly important in under-served areas
and in areas where there is no media at all. It is probable
that the first community radio stations in Bangladesh
would never have been established without the support
of UNESCO, for instance.
Internews is currently supporting large-scale efforts to
establish and operate six brand new ‘community’ radios
in South Sudan with programming in local languages. Also
in South Sudan, USAID is the sole funder of a specially
established radio station, Sudan Radio Service, which
has broadcast on FM and medium wave from Juba since
2004, concentrating on civic engagement and education,
primarily in English and Arabic, with some local language
content too. A new media centre, providing Internet access
and other business facilities for journalists is being planned
in Southern Sudan’s second city, Yei, with support from
Norwegian People’s Aid.

Distributing radio sets

IAN MASTERS/BBC MEDIA ACTION

The distribution of radio sets is one strategy that has
been adopted in South Sudan. The aim is to counter the
population’s extreme lack of buying power and the fact
that simple things like batteries are often of poor quality
and represent a luxury item to people in rural areas,
most of whom are living on less than $2 a day. USAID
has distributed more than half a million wind-up radios
with solar panels in South Sudan, although reports suggest
that there is insufficient knowledge of how to care for
these radios and that this has resulted in water damage
to sets in some cases.
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Policy conclusions
The synthesis of our five country case studies from
Bangladesh, Cambodia, Southern Sudan, Syria and Uganda
has revealed several lessons that donors are learning as
they attempt to support media and public debate in these
difficult contexts. The following conclusions flow from
these lessons, and could be considered by donors and
other organisations engaged in media support:
1. First, it is important to take context into account
and to do the necessary research into the existing
media scene in its political, social, economic and cultural
context before embarking on any media support. It is
important to understand what audiences want and
need, as well as understanding how existing institutions
work. As we have seen, South Sudan is an example
where several donors and media-support organisations
have taken the need for baseline and formative research
seriously. In a fast-moving crisis situation, like that in
Syria, it is not easy to gain a thorough understanding
of political contexts and to carry out strong needs
assessments until the situation calms down, but our
case study points out that development partners could
partner with regional universities, researchers and think
tanks that have detailed local knowledge on the ground.
Cambodia is an example where media-related research
is possible and worth doing, not only for its own sake
but in order to ‘keep a foot in the door’, as far as
possible future options are concerned.
2. Following on from the first point, media should be a
key area of political economy analysis. Increasing
numbers of donors are incorporating political economy
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analyses of countries into their support. According to
the definition from the OECD Development Assistance
Committee, this involves analysing the ‘interaction of
political and economic processes in a society: the
distribution of power and wealth between different groups
and individuals, and the processes that create, sustain
and transform these relationships over time’.63 An analysis
of where media fits into the political economy of a
country is a key part of the picture. The media, for
example, is an obvious driver of change in most
countries, and it is also a sector in which a lot of power
resides and/or a space in which power is contested.
Gaining an understanding of media is, therefore,
sometimes part of DFID’s ‘drivers of change’ analysis,
and Sida’s ‘power analysis’ – but this should be made
more routine.

Above
A Syrian man reads the
local Ba’ath newspaper
in Damascus in April
2012, as a UN-backed
ceasefire went into effect.

3. Short-term and one-off training should be
avoided, especially when the trainees are plucked out
of their normal context and sent abroad, or to their
capital city, to receive training. Almost all of our case
studies show that this kind of training, though often
popular with funders, rarely has any long-term impact
and tends to create a class of trainees who invariably
leave their newspaper or broadcast outlet soon after
they have been trained, often tempted by more highly
paid jobs with PR companies and aid agencies. A
mentoring approach seems to work better, with
capacity-building carried out in-situ, working in the
surroundings and with the equipment that are familiar
to the trainees.
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4. There is clearly a great need for the proper
coordination of donor support on media issues.
As we have seen in Uganda, there have been some
good examples of multi-donor basket funds and some
good coordination of funding to avoid duplication and
play to the strengths of each donor and partner agency.
In other countries, such as Cambodia, donor
coordination has not been achieved, despite some
efforts in that direction. In South Sudan, other donor
priorities look likely to threaten the relatively good
coordination that was present during the preparations
for the independence referendum in 2011. Better
coordination will not happen by accident and is
hampered by no agency or mechanism having clear
responsibility for instilling greater coherence in this
area within the development system.
5. Linked to this, there is greater room to mainstream
media assistance by incorporating media assistance
more explicitly and structurally within
broader development systems. For example,
the electoral cycle approach developed by
the European Union, UNDP and the
international electoral support organisation,
International IDEA, is enabling more
systematic and better coordinated electoral
support. A stronger and more explicit
positioning of media within systems such as
the electoral cycle approach, even within
the context of some closed societies, is likely to
increase the effectiveness of media assistance
substantially.

Take the long
view, be bold enough
to stay the course
and not demand
instant results.   

6. It is clearly necessary to take the long view, be bold
enough to stay the course and not demand instant
results. For most donors this is obviously difficult and
somewhat unfashionable in the current climate, when
they are under pressure to save money and when the
‘results-based’ agenda dominates. However, this is
where media support overlaps somewhat with foreign
policy and diplomacy, and donors have to content
themselves with small gains or simply just keeping a
presence in some countries, biding their time until the
political climate improves. This is perhaps shown most
clearly by our case study on Cambodia, where there
are many signs that the younger generation – helped
by new technology – may benefit greatly in the future
from the small steps in media training that the donors
are making possible at present, and that they will be
ready if and when there is a change in the political
climate.
7. It seems wise to invest in media literacy so that the
public defends a free media and respects journalists.
In Uganda, as we have illustrated, there is a clear danger
of the public turning against journalists and seeing them,
increasingly, as ‘the enemy’. Of course, journalists have
to earn the respect they desire, but it is also necessary
to raise awareness about the ideal role of the press
and its functions as the fourth estate and as a check on
power and corruption. Some of the media centres and
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academies we have highlighted in Bangladesh and
Uganda are good examples of local institutions becoming
established, initially with donor funding, and starting
to play a role in the promotion of media literacy among
the general public. It is interesting that the crisis in Syria
seems to have drawn the Syrian public’s attention to
the media as one of the spaces in which the uprising is
being played out, to such an extent that there is
heightened awareness: “before the [uprising] the media
was of no importance to people, now people are
reading and discussing the news and commenting on
it from all sides.”64 This is a new development in Syria
and a very important one, given that the State is the
principal agent of media and development. But more
public education is still needed: for example in Syria
there is still widespread distrust and dismissal of the
Internet as a waste of time and a place of ‘bad content’.
Helping the public to learn how to use it is still a
challenge: people should be able to see the Internet as
an educational resource where they can publish their
own content in their own language, gauge the quality
of the information and take advantage of searches.
8. It is important to concentrate on media outlets/
houses and not just on individual journalists. This
is, in some ways, a general lesson of media assistance,
whether attempted in environments that are
constrained or those that are free. But in constrained
contexts, it is particularly important to help create
strong and resilient media houses and to consider core
support to maintain good practice and the availability
of good content when access to the truth would
otherwise be limited. Sustainability considerations
need, perhaps, to be put aside in these circumstances,
and donors may need to accept that a media initiative
(such as a UN radio station or support for a radical
newspaper or a one-off blogging site) is worth their
core support. We see these considerations played out
in Cambodia, where most commentators regret the
fact that the UN pulled out of the UNTAC radio
initiative after a very short time. By contrast, we see
Radio Miraya in South Sudan, Radio Beehive in
Cambodia, or the BBC’s Sanglap programme in
Bangladesh – some indigenous, some brought in from
the outside – as examples of excellent media initiatives
that are worth doing in themselves, even though they
may not, ultimately, be sustainable.
9. It is important for donors to recognise what constitutes
success in media support and to invest in monitoring
and evaluation (M&E). As we have seen, many donors
are put off or are uncertain where to start because of
poor monitoring and evaluation of past projects, and
the lack of any evidence of positive impact from other
donors or from past initiatives. Failures are very rarely
documented and successes are often over-blown. The
need for good M&E is often emphasised in the context
of media assistance in general, but it is worth repeating
that it is worth doing, even though M&E in constrained
environments is so much more difficult.
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Appendix 1: Key indicators for case study countries
The table below provides a snapshot of the most recent
key indicators for the case study countries on which this
report draws (though the caveats about the inherent
biases of these indices outlined in the introduction to
this report should be noted). The scores are colourcoded red and yellow, using a ‘traffic light system’. In
general, red denotes bad and yellow denotes average.
Green (if it appeared here) would be good. Medium

to severe limitations on the freedom of the media are
evident in all five countries. The table shows basic score
comparisons for the five countries, comparing the scores
from: Freedom House65, Reporters Without Borders66
and World Governance Indicators.67 The table also
shows where each country stands in the Failed State
Index of Foreign Policy magazine68 and the basic Human
Development Index ranking from UNDP. 69

Bangladesh

Cambodia

South Sudan70

Syria

Uganda

3.5 / 7

5.5 / 7

7.0 / 7

7.0 / 7

4.5 / 7

‘Partly free’

‘Not free’

‘Not free’

‘Not free’

‘Partly free’

129 of 179
countries

117 of 179
countries

111 of 179
countries

176 of 179
countries

139 of 179
countries

‘Noticeable
problems’

‘Noticeable
problems’

‘Noticeable
problems’

‘Very serious
situation’

‘Difficult
situation’

World Governance
Indicators 2010
(where Norway = 100
and Eritrea = 0)

Voice and
Accountability
percentile
= 38

Voice and
Accountability
percentile
= 25

Voice and
Accountability
percentile
=4

Voice and
Accountability
percentile
=5

Voice and
Accountability
percentile
= 34

Failed State Index 201172
(Foreign Policy
magazine)

‘In danger’

‘In danger’

‘Critical’

‘In danger’

‘In danger’

Rank 25
Down from last year

Rank 38
Up from last year

Rank 3
Same as last year

Rank 48
Same as last year

Rank 21
Same as last year

Low

Medium

Low

Medium

Low

Freedom House
Freedom of the Press
201171
Reporters Without
Borders World Press
Freedom Index
2011/12

Human Development
Index 2011

Appendix 2: Methodology of the case studies
The five case studies commissioned by BBC Media
Action on Bangladesh, Cambodia, South Sudan, Syria
and Uganda examine support to, and development of,
the media in countries where media freedoms and rights
to information and communication are restricted – with
a particular focus on people, politics and media. They
consider the impact of both policy and practice, and are
intended to feed into decision-making at both levels to
enable delivery of more focused and effective media
support.
Three central questions guide the research:

Sign up for our newsletter: bbcmediaaction.org

••What is the state of media freedom and public
dialogue in the country?

••Who is supporting the media (i.e. donors and

international civil society organisations) and how?

••What has been the impact of this support?
The studies draw on substantial desk research and in-depth
interviews conducted over a period of up to nine months.
Semi-structured interviews with key media and development
stakeholders gathered information on a variety of approaches
to, and expectations of, media support. Interviews were
conducted face-to-face and in-country where possible.
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Rural woman in Magwi, quoted in Noble and Morgan,
op. cit., p.6
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Francis Rolt, BBC Media Action Case Study on
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Conduct 1993 (2002 as amended) for the
Newspapers, News Agencies and Journalists of
Bangladesh, available in full at: http://www.rjionline.
org/MAS-Codes-Bangladesh-Press-Council
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of Information, GOSS, quoted in Noble and Morgan,
op. cit., p.9
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for Development Cooperation (Hivos), quoted in
Maha Taki, BBC Media Action Case Study on Syria,
2012, p.8
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Although Syria’s State of Emergency was officially
lifted in April 2011, this did not mean that
constitutional protections were implemented.
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Daniel Kalinaki, quoted in Richard Kavuma, BBC
Media Action Case Study on Uganda, 2012, p.17
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in Bangladesh. Quoted in Rolt, op. cit., p.10
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quoted in Kavuma, op. cit., p.9
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See Appendix 2 for full case study methodology.
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differentiates it as a country independent from Sudan.
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